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Judge Willis Gives
Evidence Of Capacity
Governor-Elect Willis' statement last
week to the effect that "Men of good
principle can always get along", bears out
his own good intentions . . . but is not
borne out by what has been happening in
Congress latterly, may not be borne out in
the Kentucky General Assembly when that
body meets in January.
The new Governor will have a hard row
to hoe, altho he gives evidence of considerable capacity and his background is excellent. He has made certain promises to reduce the State's tax revenues and to increase payments to schools and teachers at
a time when income is down and expenses
are up.
It is a very easy matter to build up overhead, either in government or in one's personal affairs; but it is a different matter to
cut expenses when the going gets hard.
One thing in the new Governor's favor is
the indisputable fact that the people of
Kentucky are in no mood to countenance
political skull-duggery and partisan politics . .. and leaders of both major parties
should be by now aware of that fact.
That Judge Willis has said he hopes his
friends will not dwell upon the suggestion
advanced by politicians in the East, that he
become his party's candidate for Vice President . .. because he has been elected to do
a job at Frankfort, further adds to his
stature. Certainly it is a time when we
need a man "of good principle" trying to do
a job for Kentucky.
Judge Willis has been chosen in a free
electiOn. He knows something of the heavy
burdens he soon will assume, and he indicates he has every desire and intention of
being a good Chief Executive in the face of
very heavy and unusual difficulties.

What The End Of
Subsidies Means Here
Congress seems determined to end payment of federal subsidies which, the OPA
claims, have saved $67,000,000,000 in purchases of war materials by the government
and $22,000,000,000 in lower living costs
during this war. The President will veto
the subsidy-killing bill but Congress, in its
present mood, has the votes to over-ride the
veto.
The Commodity Credit Corporation has
been the foundation of the price stabilization
program. It seems about to die, the first of
the year.
This agency has not only made loans to
keep prices down, through subsidies, but it
has also kept prices up to support levels
based upon parity prices.
All our tobacco farmers know well how
this works, because of the great benefits
they have derived through and from the
Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association. In the case of Burley tobacco, the
money is lent to an agency that can make
non-recourse loans on tobacco on which bids
have been rejected on the basis of 90 percent of parity price.
Marvin Jones said recently: "The support
price program for this year has involved the
loss of only $350,000,000 and has resulted
in tremenduous production. We will need
even greater production the coming year."
In addition to savings noted above the
holding down of wages and salaries, which
cannot be maintained in status quo if cost
of living goes up, has greatly reduced cost
of living and of the war to civilians and tax
payers.
Chester Bowles, new OPA chief, said in
an address at Washington the other day:
"Right now we are spending at the rate of
$800,000,000 a year on subsidies to hold
prices of milk, sugar, meat, butter, cheese
and other products at reasonable levels. If
these subsidies are withdrawn January 1,
prices of all these items are going to rise...
But that is only a beginning.
"If the cost of food starts up, I think it is
clear to all of us that wages will go up too.
The War Labor Board has stated that unless the cost of living is held steady, it will
be impossible to maintain the Little Steel
formula for wage control.
"If prices in general increase on an average of only 10 percent during 1944, and that
may be a conservative figure, cost of goods
now on sale in stores, and the cost of your
rentals and everything else that goes to
make up your cost of living, will be in-

creased by a total of $800,000,000."
As always happens in an inflationary
period, it is the farmer, the worker, the
white collar fellow, the recipient of portions of soldiers' checks, the housewife ..
in short just about all of us here in Princeton, who get it in the neck.
It is ardently to be hoped that the chasm
which presently exists between Congress
and the White House may be bridged in
some manner that will save the "little
people," Mr. and Mrs. Average American
and their folks, from suffering again the
evils of a sudden rise and an equally inescapable collapse of prices which now seems
certain as a result of withdrawal of subsidy
payments.

Turning Homeward?
Toward the close of the State campaign
when the election of J. Lyter Donaldson,
Democratic nominee, and his associates on
the ticket was confidently expected by even
the keenest watchers of Kentucky politics,
rumors emanated from Frankfort that Governor Johnson would remain in Frankfort
as editor of the State Journal, thereby keeping his hand in, with a possibility he might
some time seek election to the United States
Senate. But to the surprise of even the most
sanguine Republicans their nominee won
and the political complexion of the capital
was changed.
Whether Johnson will return to his editorial desk at Richmond and again head
the Register staff is still a matter of speculation. If Governor Johnson has any idea
of entering a different line of business he
is keeping it to himself. The newspaper field
has been fertile to the Chief Executive of
Kentucky. His nose for news won deserved
reward in promotion, and when he came to
operate his own newspaper it was to step
so quickly and directly into such a prominent place in public life there was nothing
strange in the flowering of his political ambitions in the governorship.
As a writer, the governor has an easy,
graceful, flowing style. His personality
shines through the lines. And should he decide to stay in Frankfort and edit the State
Journal it will be to make its editorial pages
sparkle with his originality, his individuality.
But if he turns homeward there will be
a thrill of pleasure along Richmond streets,
and a welcome from men and women of the
Kentucky press that a distinguished member has picked up the threads he temporarily put aside to do a fine job as Governor
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. (Owensboro Messenger).
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Odd But Science

Gloves Foil Rust Saboteur
By Howard W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Features
Philadelphia.—An order for all workers
to wear gloves when packing war instruments made of polished metal, whether
steel, bronze or others, has been issued by
the office of the Chiif of Ordnance for FreeControl Instruments.
The touch of bare fingers causes corrosion. The rust due to fingers develops even
underneath coatings of grease or oil which
is smeared over these parts for shipment
to the fronts. Finished steel packed in glass
jars, and completely immersed in corrosion
preventing compounds, has been found
rusted from the totfth of human fingers.
Acid in human moisture is the reason.
The fire control parts go into the mechanical
brains which determine ranges and for
some guns do a large share of automatic
aiming and firing.
Before these parts are packed it is further required that any finger prints that
may have been left on them in manufacture
and assembling operations, be removed by
chemical cleansing.
Even after a chemically cleaned part has
been covered with grease, it is not to be
touched by bare fingers.
To find a cure for frost bitten airthen, a
doctor in the British Emergency Medical
Service froze his fingers solid by dipping
them in liquid air.
Winston Churchill, in preparing a speech,
dictates to a typist because he distrusts
shorthand notes.
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Arrows indicate likely Allied moves in the war against Japan
as seen by observers in Washington. Americans in the Gilberts are
expected to push into Marshalla and toward Truk. thence to the
Phillippines. The Allied drive on Rabaul also is due to continue
to the Philippines. From India, Allies are expected to attack Andaman islands before driving into Burma and the East Indies.
Americans in the Aleutians are to advance into the Kuriles, completing a blockade of Japan. (AP Wirephoto).

Pennyrile Postscripts
A pre-Thanksgiving episode that's

making a grand drug store topic these
days indicates preachers and doctors
had better let shotguns alone. It seems
Dr. I. Z. Barber was going to provide
Dr. Bert Keeney and Rev. John Fox

with a goose for their holiday menus
. . . So Mr. Fox took his shotgun out
to the doctor's place on the Dawson
road to obviate running down his
fowl.
Bert says he arrived with his rifle
about the time the others started
shooting at the goose (a tame one)
near a big pond. Mr. Fox fired three
times from a distance of 10 feet and
Dr. Barber took two shots. The goose,
Bert says, remarked "What's that,"
and went to the water. It was them

killed by Bert, who used his rifle.

!ft

I heard another hunting story involving John Fox, Howard York and
a companion, who went after ducks
on Railroad Lake . . . and did a lot
of rowing in order to get one wildfowl. Howard says he issued some
warnings about an outboard motor,
to keep the others out of trouble; but
thinks the ducks were in very little

By G. M. P.

taurant around 5 a.m. Saturday. She
dropped a nickel into the juke box
and soon "Pistol Packin' Mamma"
blared forth. Stuck 'n the belt of her

slacks was a pearl-handled pistol. In
a few minutes out she went to hail
a truck south bound. A pistol-pocking
hitch-hiker from out of novtihere into
the unknown. (Joe Richardson, in
Glasgow Times).
The following appeared as an advertisement in the Wall Street Journal

one day last week: For Sale: Corp.
established 1926 known world over.
Profits to $500,000 one year. Makes
small mach. similar typewriter, add.
mach. Estd. profits $150,000 to $250,000 annually. Sell all at bargain or
half to experienced mfr. $50,000 cash
necessary. Reason for selling—owner
64, lazy, sick and too much money
anyway.
Has your car radiator frozen this
fall? If not, that's a good enough omen
to put in anti-freeze pretty soon, what
with the service stations and garages
all shorthanded and Old Man Winter
just around the corner.

danger anyhow.
Best story heard this week concerns
the woman who was in town doing a

bit of Christmas shopping. Her son is
in the service abroad and someone
asked her about his health. "Well," she
said, "when he first got in the Army
he caught the measles. Then he had
a cold that developed into pneumonia.
A couple of months passed by without any word from him. Then all at
once last week I got news that he now
has a Purple Heart!" Fred Neuman, in
Paducah Sun-Democrat.
The Leader is not selling Christmas
Cards this year . . . In the first place,
Uncle Sam warned greeting cards will
not be delivered on time unless mailed
during November . . . and there
seemed little disposition to get about
this business that early. In the second
place, with limited personnel, we just
haven't time for many side-lines.
Louis Litchfield and Cliff Cox officiated in a red hot basketball game
down at Eddyville last week in which

a foul called right at the. end of the
contest allowed Eddyville to defeat
her heavy rival, Kuttawa, 30 to 29.
The Princetonians will probably not
be called to officiate at the Kuttawa
gym soon.
Pete Cavanah, handsome and debonair young-man-about-Chicago, was
a visitor here last weekend and it was
apparent he has lost none of his ch.-Arm
for members of the fair sex. Pete is
OK, his manners extraordinarily attractive in a day when good behaviorism is not too widely practiced among
young folk.
And another good thing about being pried loose from the State pay-

roll . . . I am reasonably sure now
my rricapped tires will last until new
syntLatic casings are available.
Anyone who can stay at home and
doesn't, in these days, would flunk
an I. Q. test for a moron, says Tom
Underwood in the Lexington Herald
. . . and as one who is about to stop
traveling over the State as a result
of the recent election, Pennyriler tEtkes
consolation that the GOP passed the
moronic test for him!
She wasn't a day over fifteen. But
she was hitch-hiking from New York
City to New Orleans to marry a soldier. At least that is what she said
when she dropped into Holmes res.

Heart Surgery
Cuts Fatalities
By John L. Springer
(Associated Press Features)
New "miracles of heart surgery"—
successful operations on the heart considered impossible six years ago—offer hope that the widespread death
toll of heart disorders can be reduced
in the future, says Hygeia, publication
of the American Medical Association.
Development of new techniques in
treating heart troubles in Allied field
hospitals on the war fronts now gives
a soldier with heart wounds an even
chance of survival if the surgeon can
operate at once, according to an article by Robert H. Feldt.
Among the procedures now employed is one which draws off the 'blood
in the pericardial sac to prevent acute
compression of the heart and quick
death. Another technique restores circulation to the heart after it has
stopped beating as a result of wounds
to other parts of the body. The surgeon quickly makes an incision with
any available instrument, grasps the
heart and rhythmically massages it
at a rate of sixty times a minute.

"The squeezing action stimulates
the pumping of the heart and forces
the blood to circulate," the article declares. "If all conditions are favorable, normal beating is resumed.
Mr. Feldt says "complete surgical
cure is now possible" for victims of
congenital heart disease. He also cites
experiments by Dr. Claude S. Beck,
professor of neurosurgery at Western
Reserve University, in relieving the
crushing breast pain of angina pectoris.
By grafting portions of chest muscle
onto the heart, Dr. Beck is said to
have been able to relieve the majority
of cases he has treated, and his experiments "offer real hope that further
miracles may become commonplace."

You Don't Say:
Use of chemicals

in warfare was
known as early as the fifth century
B. C., when they were employed in
the siege of the Greek cities of Megara
and Plataea.
The death rate from

respiratory cancer is higher among males than females.
Cotton plantations in the Soviet
Union produce not only white cotton,
but auburn, brown, blue, dark green,
emerald and khaki
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News From The Past

terdry Guidepost
Peace: What Makes Wars
Peace,"
id llow to Organize
By Ely Culbertson
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Iv prose.
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ith a rather long stateof war conditions and
problems. This is the
'est part of "Total Peace,"
for Mr. Culbertson's research
meditation have not made
a superman, and only a
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tion today. The earlier pages
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he history of the remainder
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er will find himself wondabout Britain, for exle, and about the tremendous
tialities of South America,
ea and Asia.
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'e les that the fundamental
f his World Federation
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Axis) is to make possible
ting peace—something that
not need 241 pages of proof.
then he outlines his plan,
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e world is to be divided into
regional federations. There
he a world police force of
ational contingents and one
contingent, and
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A
'd armament trust.
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well as a world court of
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News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 90 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote

Princeton, May 19, 1911—Dr. accompanied by Miss Smith,
Clint Haydon of Wallonia was from Ward's Seminary, Nashin the city Wednesday and was ville.
• • •
initiated into the mysteries of
the B.P.O.E. lodge.
Princeton, June 2, 1911—The
• • •
Book Lovers Literary Club met
Princeton, May 19, 1911—Bob
Catlett at
Berry and Fred Hollis indulged with Miss Corinne
in a morning's frog hunt Wed- the home of Mrs. Mary Powell
nesday near Otter Pond and on Wednesday. Officers elected
succeeded in kilring over thirty. were: Miss Dale Johnson, presi• S.
dent; Miss Mary Louise Myers,
Princeton, May 19, 1911— vice president; and Mrs. Annie
National Bank Examiner R. D. Wood, secretary-treasurer.
• • •
Garrett and John R. Wylie,
Princeton, June 13, 1911—Concashier of the Farmers National
Bank, went to Paducah this af- tractor George Weikel of Paternoon where they will attend ducah has received the contract
the sessions of the West Ken- to build the brick conduit for
the electric chair at the Eddytucky Bankers Association.
• • •
ville Penitentiary.
• • •
Princeton, May 23, 1911—ShirtPrinceton, June 13, 1911—Dr.
waists will be the toliette for
the young society folks at an in- I. Z. Barber is the satisfied ownformal dance Monday night at er of a new motor car. While in
About 35 Paducah recently, he visited the
CHECKERS PASS THE TIME AWAY—A group of soldiers tak- the Henrietta Hotel.
ing part in practice amphibious operations in the central Pacific couples will trip the light fan- different agencies and became
satisfied that the Ford machine
watch a checker game during a lull aboard their transport. These tastic.
• • •
was the one best adapted to his
troops are now participating in the American invasion of the
purchased a
Gilbert Islands, several of which have now passed into our conPrinceton, May 23, 1911—Miss profession and
trol. (AP Wirephoto).
Flora Pettit has returned home, twenty-horse power runabout
of that type.
should study the county goals Agent's Office.
• • •
• • •
and produce the crop, livestock
Princeton, June 13, 1911—Sam
How To Stop Weevil Damage
and livestock products best suitKoltinsky left Sunday for ElkFumigate with carbon disulfide hart, Ind., where he will pured to his farm organization. The
infestation is brought chase the latest model of the
important thing is to be sure —since
from the field in peas and 1911 Crow automobile, thirtyyou are following practices which beans, beans and peas should be eight horse power, four door
will get maximum production fumigated after the harvest as touring car. Accompanied by a
By J. F. Graham
an acre of land and a man.
soon as they are well dried. A company chauffeur, he will make
• • •
leaflet which gives definite in- the trip home over land.
• • •
Crop and Livestock Goals
Forest Plantings
structions may be obtained at the
County goals for essential food
Princeton, June 27, 1911—Mr.
To encourage reforestation of county agent's office.
• • •
and fiber crops and livestock will approximately 1,500,000 acres of
and Mrs. J. R. Milstead are rebe announced by the County eroded, abandoned and subjoicing over the arrival of a 10
Good Poultry Record
AAA Committee in the near marginal farm land in Kentucky,
The Barred Plymouth Rocks and one-half pound boy at their
future. Farmers should realize and planting of windbreaks, the poultry flock of Mrs. C. E. home Friday afternoon.
• • •
that it is just as patriotic to Division of Forestry, Department George, Grooms Lane neighborproduce one kind of essential of Conservation, Frankfort, main- hood, has had the highest averPrinceton, June 27, 1911—Miss
crop, or type of livestock, or tains a nursery from which tree age egg production a hen of all Nettie Gresham is visiting Miss
kind of livestock product, as seedlings are supplied at low demonstration flocks of Kentucky Alma Kinsolving in Eddyville
another; therefore each farmer cost to farmers and timber land for the months of July, August this week.
• • •
owners in the State. Black Wal- and September, says the Poultry
has worked out a "quota prin- nut, Black Locust, White Ash, Department of the College of
Princeton, June 30, 1911—Mrs.
ciple" which guarantees a ma- Red Oak, Short Leaf Pine, Lob- Agriculture. This is a notable Eddie Pickering returned Monjority against (and a balance of lolly Pine and White Pine are accomplishment and Mrs. George day from Paducah where she
power against) any aggressor state evailable. The supply is limited. is to be congratulated. Perhaps has been engaged the last week
or possible combination of na- In the Spring when digging the hens know there is a war as a deputy for the Auditor's
tions. On paper, it is a singularly starts, trees are shipped in the and that eggs are needed. I have special agent in listing mortneat and clever plan—as neat as same order in which the ap- a suspicion however that such a gages and deeds.
one of Mr. Culbertson's favorite plications are filed. Applica- record is due to a good flock,
strip and throwin plays at bridge. tions are available in the County well managed and well fed.
Everybody Reads The Leader

County Agent's
Column
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TIIE BOYS
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IN
SERVICE

DEC. 9 - 10

PepsI-Cola Company, Long Island city. N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi-Cola Ilopkinsville Bottling Co.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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• With the money you save using Kern-Tone you cart
buy more War Bonds and Stamps! This Miracle Wall
Finish costs so little to use ... One coat covers most
wallpapers, painted walls and ceilings, wallboard, base.
ment walls,., Dries in one hour,.. Has no -painty"
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NURSES SLOG THROUGH ITALIAN MUD—Fatigue-suit clad
army nurses slog through furrowed rows of ankle-deep "gooey"
surrounding an evacuation hospital near the Italian front. Left
to right are Lieutenants Sylvia Hamper of Joliet, Ill., Anna Lance
of Ashley, Ill., and Waneta Manley of Windsor, Vt. (AP Wirephoto by signal corps radio).
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ASK FOR THEIR
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GENUINE RUBEROID ROOFING35 pound weight per roll
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Wherever they may be, news about home goings-on
is dearest to their hearts! You really can't send a
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more thoughtful gift to the uniformed man or
woman you want to thrill at Christmas time—and

YOURS TO BORROW—FREEI

long after! Simply send us the full military address
and your check, and we will send each edition of

PAINT AND COLOR
STYLE GUIDE

our paper. 6 months $1.60, 1 year $2.50.

See scores of houses, living rooms, bed•
rooms, bathrooms, kitchens, playrooms-.
s!I in beautiful color photography.
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At The Churches
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Thursday, December 2, 1943,
2:00 o'clock, The Wood Circle
meets in the home of Miss Bertie
Nichols; Mrs. L. L. Patmor is to
act as co-hostess. Mrs. Frank
Wood will bring a message concerning the life of the apostle
Peter.
Sunday, December 5, 1943,
Church Loyalty Day.
9:45 o'clock, The Church
School.
10:45 o'clock, The Morning
Service of Worship. Message:

The Power of the Church." The
Session meets after this service.
3:00 o'clock, The Pioneers meet
6:30 o'clock The Tuxis meets.
7:30 o'clock, The Evening Fellowship. Meditation: "What Is
That in Thy Hand." Bring a
friend to these services. In as
much as you are responsible to
another to bring his life nearer
the Church, you have rendered a
service to him and to the Savior.
Wednesday, December 8, 1943,
Mid-week
7:15 o'clock, The
Prayer and Study Fellowship.
We shall finish our study of
the Revelation of Christ to John.
re8:15 o'clock, The Choir
hearses.
the
that
"It would seem

New Machinery For Sale
2
1
2
1
1

Gehl Hammar Mills
Disc Plow for small Allis Chalmers tractor
Mowing Machines for small A-C Tractor
Horse Drawn New Idea Mowing Machine
Five Foot Tractor Disc Harrow

USED MACHINERY:
1 Six Foot Tractor Disc Harrow
1 Fordson Tractor
1 Kelley Corn Crusher
Six Inch Stay American Fencing ... Heavy four
Point Barbed Wire, Steeples, Nails,
Brick Siding.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Fredonia, Ky.

Church has suffered defeat—the
fact is, however, that it has won
a great victory."
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School,
Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 o'clock, "Exalting A Nation." Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper.
6:30 o'clock, Youth Fellowship
service, leader.
7:30 o'clock, "Our Debt To
Others."
Everyone is urged to get into
the real spirit of Christmas by
attending church services.
SECOND BAPTIST
F. M. Masters, Pastor
Regular
worship
Saturday
morning at 11 o'clock. Subject:
"Building Up The Church."
Evening worship at 7:15 o'clock.
Subject: "The Handwriting On
The Wall."
Sunday School at 9:45 o'clock
Training Union at 6 o'clock.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH

FIRST
Charles P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:45.
Morning worship, 11:00.
Evening worship, 7:00.
Midweek service, 7:00.
Choir rehearsal Wedensday
night 7:45.
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redonia, Cobb Pupils
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ear College Speaker
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of
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uniforms, liana
Funeral services for Lee Cum- Mexico
ion department, spoke to Fre- mations, and with nothing
mins, 57, who died at his home
onia and Cobb High School musicianship as a
requirers
Mrs. Logan Nelson
in Eldorado, Kansas, were held
tudents Tuesday and was intro- has been organized at the
ata
university
died
36,
Nelson,
this
Logan
Mrs.
Friendship
Church,
Sunday at
uced by E. F. Blackburn, counyear.
Lyon county, with the Rev. L at her home near Good Springs y school superintendent. Mr. plete high
Nov. 23. Funeral services were mith is visiting schools in this lege, Mr. school and enter eo
I. Chandler, officiating.
Mr. Cummins is survived by held at Asher cemetery, Cald- ection in an effort to stimulate men's clubsBlackburn said. w
and men's
his widow, a sister, Mrs. 0. B. w•" county, by the Rev. Olen nterest among students to com- tions are
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one
mother, Mrs. E. G. Cummins, her
SUNDAY
Lyon county. He was a cousin of ents and several brothers and
and
Kelsey, Joe and Miss Birch sisters.
Cummins, all of Princeton.
MONDAY
Burial was in the Friendship
Ed McKinney
Church cemetery.
Funeral services for Ed Mc
Kinney, 65, who died at his home
Mrs. Hattie Yandell
near Cerulean Tuesday, Nov. 30
Mrs. Hattie Yandell, mother of were held Wednesday afternoo
R. V. Yandell, former member at two o'clock at Rogers ceme
of the Kentucky Legislature, died tery in Christian county.
Friday at her home at Mexico.
He is survived by his wido
To Fame...To Rapture ...To
She is survived by five sons, and several children.

Deaths-Funerals

THE WORLD WAS HER STAGE.,
THE HEARTS OF MEN
HER STEPPING-STONES!
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"SCENIC OREGON"

CAYCE-YOST CO.
2nd Floor

LATEST NEWS

An M-G-M Traveltalk
In Technicolor

NEWS OF THE
WORLD

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

with

GEORGE MURPHY • THOMAS MITCHELL • LLOYD NOLAN
LEE BOWMAN • ROBERT WALKER • DESI ARNAZ
Plus! ... These Short Units!
THE UNITED STATES NAVY BAND
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

What Is Home Without
a Telephone Stand

er-Cammarata

day Dinner
Mrs. John Gates

LORETTA
YOUNG L.

BUT NEVER

Miss Mary Magurean, Home
Economics teacher at Butler
High, spent the Thanksgiving
holidays with her parents in
Gar , Ind.

H. Culbert
d Mrs. J.
••n, Tennessee.
wedding will be sole
Saturday evening, Dec.
o'clock in the First Pr
Church, Albany, Ga.

Plus These Shorts! . . .

—AND--

ROBERT
TAYLOR

Technical Sch
r Aero
cuinaubteicrsts, nAnlbaisny Ga.n

Conrad VEIDT
Dean JAGGER
John SHEPPERD
Otto KRUGER

TONIGHT
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Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore
and daughter, Vivian Clare,
spent the Thanksgiving holidays
with relatives here.
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Heartbreak...aml Final Triumph!

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Chas. C. Lancaster, Minister
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.
Sermon 11:00 a.m.
Preaching also Sunday night,
7:30 p.m.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Tilting Chair
and Ottoman

11

birthday dinner was giv
, Nov. 21, for Mrs. Jo
at the home of Mrs. C.
present were Mrs. Gat
J. A. Stegar, Mr. and
Martin and daughter, M
Chicago, and Mr. and M
',Madisonville.
Langley, I. C. Freig
spent the weekend
with his family.
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Writing in Blood and Courage...an
Epic Chapter in AMERICA'S History!
1

SATURDAY - GIANT 3 HIT SHOW!
Here's a tuneful
joy jamboree
that will put
Spring in your
heart!

Being without one is just intolerable. And with a good
one, such as this, in seasoned
walnut, with shelf for phone
books, life is much easier and
pleasanter. Better get one.

A Card Set Is a Sure
Fire Hit!
$29.00

Sturdy and well made, scientifically designed for greater
comfort.

Several styles of folding sets.
Any card player can improve
his or her game enormously
with one of these fine 5-piece
sets. Absolutely sturdy and
jiggle-proof.

Magazine Racks
.T.1)

$29.95

Occasional
Tables
$2.75
to
$10.00

JOHNNY
Every woman will admire it!
Walnut or mahogany, easily
carried around.

SECOND BIG
FEATURE! . .

$2.95
MIRRORS
$2.75 to $15.00

MISCHA

"". DOWNS • AUER
WALTER

SUNNIE

CATLETT • O'DEA

ROY ROGERS

A Return Showing of a Glorious Epic that
will never cease
to inspire all!

* BRIAN DONLEVY
* MacDONALD CAREY
* ROBERT PRESTON
* WILLIAM BENDIX
* ALBERT DEKKER
A Paramour!1„
Added Units! -

CARTOON—"WAR DOGS"

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS

COMING NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

CHESTS
(Unfinished)

$10.75
with Smiley BURNETTE • Virginia GREY
Plus! . . . CHAPTER ONE

DEAD END KIDS
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS
KNEEHOLE DESK

In Universal Pictures Super Action Seria Story

Walnut and Mahogany

$39.50 r

CAYCE-YOST CO.
HOPKINSVILLE
ktiZi2a42421
, DikaaviANZIkatkikaaaalAkaattkaikaaatikaallet

Also! :

with
BILLY HALOP - HUNTZ HALL - GABRIEL
DELL - BERNARD PUNSLEY
HALLY CHESTER - WILLIAM HALL
JOHN McGUIRE - MARY FIELD
12 - THRILL-LOADED CHAPTERS - 12
COMEDY - "CAGE DOOR CANTEEN"

THE MURDERERS
DOOM THE
TO DEATH AND
DESTRUCTION'
a.

e

1414'
'
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Bette Davis
Paul Lukas
lea
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NOTE! Because of the magnitude and importance of fhb
attraction there will be but two showings daily.
MATINEE . 2:30 P. M.
EVENINGS - 7:30 P. M.
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Impeccably Tailored!

GLAMOUR

The kind of robe he's always wanted! Smart twill
weave gabardine with neat
binding, deep shawl collar,
sash tie.

ood and Courage...al
'n AMERICA'S History!

1

Blazer Striped
Broadcloth Pajamas
$2.98
Holiday Handbags
$2.95 to $14.95

Real Sleeping

Leather, Wool, Plastic,
Crepe, Faille

E ISLAND

A beautiful assortment of

* BRIAN DORM
* MacDONALD CARET
PRESTON
* ROBERT BENDIX
* WILLIAMDEKKO
* ALBERT

tql, Blouses . . . All styles,
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Wishes He'll Get

1

1 sizes and colors.

Rich Rayons and Silks!

98c
Each

a3A

‘,4 Parammort * *
Added Units!
l'PATIOSS
UNUSUAL ()CC
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Comfort!

Here's a gift that's a hit!
Surplice neck button front,
drawstring pants, and full
roomy cut spell solid comfort.

The newest Hanway Ties
carefully sewed by hand
to retain their shape and
make a good looking knot.
Wool lined.

"Why Helen,
you've lost weight!
You look marvelous!"
•

"Jane, I haven't lost a pound...
I just wear Martha Mannings now!"
Dresses
Martha Manning "Illusion" Half Size.
scientifically
are really YOUNG, Misses' styles,
Every
designed to disguise pounds and years.
planned
its
does
dress
line, every detail of every
youth,
share of slenderizing. If you've a flair for
lots of
and can't wear misses' sizes without
your answer.
alterations, Martha Mannings are
Sized from 12 to 24 1 i

OLDNAMER'S
Store"
"Princeton' Finest Department
r
f/

OPEN

MONDAY

UNTIL

9:00

O'CLOCK

Exclusively yours,

IR/
.t?.9
Qff

WICARSON
(Incorporated)

Hopkinsville

VIXADDIDaitkat
fdaa,i2iValtalltaatta

Action Back
Suspenders
98c
Perfect Freedom!
Non-elastic webbing, elastic
insert, metal action joiner.

Men's Two-Tone
Sweater
$3.98
Two Pockets!
Smart herringbone pattern
front. Plain back, sleeves.

Fb FEDERATED STORES
470014-71011001017000101fiw
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
Families Have Big
Home Food Supply

TWO KILLED IN OHIO TRAIN WRECK—Part of the wreckage of the collision involving two
freight trains and the Baltimore and Ohio's Detroit-Washington train, the Ambassador, is sprawled across the tracks at Newton Falls, 0. Two trainmen were killed and 50 passengers were
injured. (AP Wirephoto).

Adjusting War
By Robert M. Farrington
Washington.—One of the most
hotly discussed subjects in Washington today is the renegotiation fo war contracts.
Billions of dollars and the future of thousands of American
corporations are wrapped up in

proposals to change present government methods of preventing
war profiteering.
In the last war, contractors
were paid their costs plus a
percentage for profit. Some larcency - minded manufacturers
used various dodges to boost

ICIM-tCVCVZPVVZ'tVtCVVCtZt•VVZ-WtZteD

• Calendars
• Dinnerware
• Christmas Annuals
• Toys
• Candles
• Pyrex
• Glassware
• Knitting Bags

Phone 321
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their costs so as to drag in more
money for themselves.
To close this loophole, contracts at the start of this war
were let on a cost-plus-fixed-fee
basis. This meant that a builder
was paid a flat sum for his
services above the actual cost of
his work. He gained nothing by
increasing the cost, but with the
government footing the bill
neither did it matter how high
it went.
After various attempts at trying to hold down costs but still
ge the stupendous production we
needed, government experts hit
on the renegotiation principl.e
With this, contracts above $100,000 were let in the usual manner, but price adjustment boards
of the Army, Navy, Treasury,
Maritime Commissiin, War Shipping Administration and later
the Reconstruciton Finance Corporation had the right to examine books and determine
whether profits were fair or
excessive. The boards could order
companies to refund profits considered too high and reduce contract prices to what they believed was a fair level.
Well over four billion dollars
have been saved to date by renegotiation, the agencies claim.
In rare cases, renegotiation has
proved that companies were losing money or working on too
small a profit and the contracts
have been raised, but mostly
costs have been constantly reduced.
Most manufacturers are above
profiteering from their country's
need but gulp at the Army-Navy
rule-of-thumb that limits war
sales profits to one-half or onethird the margin of peacetime
sales.
At the beginning of the war,
firms were called on to manufacture articles not previously massproduced and at unheard of rates
of production. The first consideration was speed, and the government didn't waste time haggling over price, though in many
cases no one know what a proper
price was. As the machines got
rolling, it was found that a part
estimated to cost $600 to make,
could be mass-produced for $400,
and later, $350 or $300. So contracts were scaled down accordingly.
Because of the maze of factors
involved, it is impossible to set
a flat percentage limitation on
profits and each big contract has
to be scrutinized individually.
The biggest complaints of manufacturers are that renegotiation
strips them of funds for reconversion after the war and that
their profits are always uncer-

(SIT DOWN,MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME)

Four hundred Kentucky Future
Farmers in 33 counties have purchased cooperatively 1,700 choice
quality heifers and steers this
fall, according to Watson Armstrong, University of Kentucky,
director of activities for the Kentucky Future Farmers.
This is part of a long-time beef
breeding and feeding program
being carried on by the Future
Farmers and their advisers in
Kentucky. During the last 4
years, more than 5,000 heifers
and 1,000 steers have been purchased cooperatively in carload
lots by Future Farmers. Many
others have been purchased locally by the boys. Future Farmers
living in more than half the
counties of the State have obtained some of these calves.
Only registered bulls will be
used on the heifers, thus assuring calves of choice quality.
Nearly all of the heifer calves
produced will be kept to expand the beef breeding program
in the State. Most of the steer
calves will be fed and fitted for
the annual Fat Cattle Show and
Sale, held at Louisville each
November.

AMONG THE
COUNTY AGENTS
A number of farmers in Wolfe
county say that they will get
at least $100 more an acre for
their tobacco as a result of priming.
Approximately 11,000 bushels
of sweet potatoes were marketed
in Russellville through the Tennessee-Kentucky marketing association there.
Harrison Wade of Jessamine
county reported that his four
acres of 41 A tobacco produced
the best crop in his 20 years of
farming.
Lespedeza hay is said to have
sold for $30 a ton in Lee county.
Hybrid corn has proved its
worth in Mason county this
year, yields being above normal,
even with the drouth.
A first-aid kit and medicine
cabinet in every home is the aim
of homemakers' club members
in Hardin county.
In addition to a large amount
of fruits and vegetables canned
in Madison county this year, 15,632 pounds were dehydrated.
H. J. McBurney of Carroll
county sold 21 tons of tomatoes
grown on one and a half acres;
Schurmeier Bros. sold 13 tons
from one acre.
Considerable interest in winter
crops as pasture is seen in
Lewis county, where 26,000
pounds, or four times the usual
amount, has been sown.

One hundred and thirty-three
Christian county community
leaders, cooperating with
the
county and home demonstration
agents, reported 910 families producing 75 percent or more of
their home food needs. Food supplies included 687,085 quarts of
vegetables; 66,500
fruits and
cans of jams, jellies and butters;
42,000 pounds of dehydrated
foods; 2,870 gallons of brined
and salted foods; 49,000 bushels
of potatoes and apples; and 1,050,000 pounds of meat and poultry canned, cured or frozen.
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your child should
LIKE
Evelyn "Mitzi" Landholm, 20,
(above) a Chicago night club entertainer, died in Cook county
hospital, Chicago, less than 10
hours after she was discovered
unconscious in a city park
kneeling in gravel, a book of
Shakespeare open before her. A
chemical analysis of the body
was ordered when a post mortem
gave no clue as to the cause of
the death. The girl came to
Chicago from Oakland, Neb.
(AP Wirephoto).

Records of Theodore Kunkel,
president of the Lakeside 4-H
club in Kenton county, show the
part he played in food production the past year. From his
garden, 100 by 150 feet, 495
quarts of vegetables were canned, 17 bushels of Irish and
sweet potatoes harvested and
$45 worth of product sold. Then
he raised 395 fryers and 35 pullets, and cared for his laying
flock which produced 924 dozen
eggs during the year. He received $98.43 for his fryers, and
valued the chickens eaten at
home at $218. There are six in
the family.
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Time-Tested Advic
About Chest Cold
Grandma Was Right
Time Has Proved It
Today, the first choice and family
standby for relieving miseries of colds
in millions of homes is the same homeremedy grandma used . . . Vicks
VapoRubl What better recommendation could a product havel
When you rub time-tested VapoRub
on the throat, chest and back at bed-

time it 5.:aj-ts to work 2 ways at
.0.and keeps on working for
relieve coughing spasms and
tion in the cold-clogged
ing pass.iges, tci ease must
or tightness. It invites r
And often by morning I
misery of the cold is gon,

KEEP ON
raokatititektte4/•
• WITH WAR BONDS •
Pimples Disappeared
Over Night
Ws. it is true, there Is a safe harmless+. medicated liquid called Kleerex
that dries up pimples over night.
Thoae who followed simple direc
Lions and applied Kleerex upon retiring were amazingly surprised
when they found their pimples had
disappeared. These users enthulastically praise Kleerex and claim they
are no longer embarrassed and are
now happy with their clear complexIons. Don't take our word for it, use
Kleerex tonight. Only 50c. If one TIPplleation doem not satisfy, you get
your money back_ There is no risk so
do not hesitate. Bold and recommended by

tam n as their contracts may be
reexamined up to three years
after the war. - They want: 1. Only one renegotiation except in cases of
fraud. 2. A cut in the time limit
that they are subject to reDAWSON'S DRUG STORE
negotiation. 3. Reserves for post
war reconversion allowed out of
profits. 4. No recovery of excess
profits until after they have
paid taxes. At present, taxes are
scaled to mop up 90 percent of
profits above what is considered
Before you buy, see our line of
a normal level.
Markers, Monuments and
Government experts have counMausoleums.
tered some of these proposals,
declaring it is impossible to estimate reconversion costs so as to Prompt and courteous service
know how big a reserve is needon erections.
ed and that taxes alone cannot
stop profiteering.
Furthermore the Navy protests Paducah Granite, Marble
that to renegotiate after taxes
And Stone Co.
would be tantamount to returning to the war contractor the
Phone 799
amount of money Congress has
J. Y. O'Bannon, Secretary
decided he should pay as his
402-4 S. 3rd St.
Paducah, Ky.
contribution to the war effort.

And, of course, a cordial reception an
careful attention to your entertainme
during your stay are yours, always, at

Louisville's newest and most centrally loco
ed home-away-from-home, in Kentuc
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to yo
idea of moderate charges for servic

For Reservation
Write-Wm. E. GRIFFITH,
Assistant Manager.

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULE
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
Your dead stock is needed for grease
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axi
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Have a "Coke", says the visiting American to the newly-met South
African, and he's understood at once.'Round the globe, Coca-Cola

Kentucky Rendering Works

stands for the passe that r4resbes,—the happy meeting ground for
kindly-minded people.
Coke"= Coca-Cola

by
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

n•rurel for mullar name.
to acquire friendly •bhreviedons. Thee. why you hest
Coc•.Cols celled'Coke".

PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE
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Ceiling Prices On
Corn Announced

Ration Book No. 3 To
Be Issued Locally
After December 75
Beginning December 15 all
issuance of War Ration Book
No. 3 will be through local War
Price and Rationing Boards rather than through State control
centers, it was announced today
from the Louisvill District Office
of Price Administration. After
December 7 no application for
Book 3 is to be forwarded to
the State mailing center. Each
local board will have a supply
of Book 3 and will be authorized
to issue them.

Thursday, December

Rationing At Public Urged To
A Glance
Save For Victory

Warns Of Truck
Tire Shortage

Processed Foods: Green stamps
A, B and C in Book 4 good
Council Gets Plea
through Dec. 20.
From WPB For War
Meats, Cheese, Butter, Fats,
Otho Leonard, U. S. N., Great
Economies
Canned Fish, Canned
Milk:
Lakes, Ill., Is on leave visiting
Ceiling prices on corn sold
Brown stamps G, H, J, and K
At Monday night's session of his parents and wife,
the formfarmer to farmer have been anin Book 3 good now, all exCity Council, Mayor Cash read er Martha Prowell.
pire Dec. 4. Stamp L also good
nounced by the Office of Price
* * *
now; N, Dec. 5; P, Dec. 12; Q, a communication from the War
Administration, Robert Jacobs,
Production Board urging volDec. 19; all expire Jan 1.
ration board chief clerk, said
Sergeant Pryor McCollum, staMonday.
Sugar: Stamp 29 in Book 4 untary cooperation of the pub- tioned in Oregon,
is on furlough
good for 5 pounds through Jan. lic in conservation programs
Prices, F. 0. B. crib, are: No.
visiting his wife, the former
2 yellow corn, shelled, $1.17;
15, 1944.
looking to making important
No. 2 white corn, shelled, $1.30;
Shoes: Stamp 18 in Book 1 and savings through careful use of Martha Mae Davis. Sgt. McColDenton Attends Meeting
No. 2 yellow corn, ear, $1.15;
No. 1 "airplane" stamp in Book coal, oil, gas, electricity, water, lum was formerly city engineer
Rev.
E. S. Denton attended a 3 good for 1 pair each until
No. 2 white corn, ear, $1.28; No.
communications and transporta- here.
2 yellow corn, snapped, $1.14; committee meeting of the Ken- further notice.
* * *
tion.
and No. 2 white corn, snapped, tucky College Endowment ComGasoline: Stamp A-9 good for
Milton Boyd, USN, of the
It was stated an estimated
mittee
in
Hopkinsv
ille
Monday.
$1.27.
3 gallons through Jan. 21, 1944. saving of 10 percent in domesArmed Guard Forces, is on
0. P. A. existing regulation He was accompanied by his B and C stamps good for 2 gal- tic and commerci
al use of coal leave, visiting his parents, Mr.
mother,
Mrs.
May
Denton, and lons until used. State and license
RMPR 346 gives a farmer the
for heating would save more and Mrs. Oscar Boyd, MadisonMiss Frances Nabb.
same maximum selling
number must be written on face than 20,000,000 tons annually;
price
a ville St.
whether he sells the corn F. 0. Lespedeza,
of
each
coupon
immediately upon 10 percent reduction in use of
Orchard Grass and
* * *
B. his farm or delivers at near- Red Top are
electricity would save over 4,not subject to con- receipt of book.
Sgt.
Homer
Oliver, of the Army
est railroad station.
Tires: Next inspections due: A 000,000 tons of coal, or its equivtrol at present, officials notiKorean
book vehicles by March 31, 1944; alent, and more than 75,000,00 Air Corps, was recently moved
Lespedeza, Sericea fied Mr. Jacobs.
0 to the South Pacific. He is the
B's by Feb. 29, 1944; commercial lamp bulbs, and a 10
percent son of Mr. Luther Oliver, S.
vehicles every 6 months or every reduction in use of
gas would Seminary Street.
5,000 miles, whichever is first. save 1,500,000 barrels of
fuel oil.
*
Fuel Oil: Period 1 coupons
"The demands of global war
Cpl. Keith Perkins, Miami,
good through Jan. 3, 1944, period have reached a stage where
con- Fla., is visiting friends and
rela2 coupons good Nov. 30 through servation of critical resources
on tives in Fredonia.
Feb. 7; period 3 coupons good the home front is vital,"
the
*
* *
Nov. 30 through March 13. All communication said,
"and no
Clifton Harris, USN, is tisiting
have value of 10 gallons for matter how insignifi
,
cant each
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ezra
each unit. All change-making individual conservat
ion action
Harris, Fredonia.
coupons and reserve coupons may appear, there will
be di* * *
good through-out heating year. rect savings in man-pow
1
ot to11.44 PocLue•
er, fuel,
Cpl.
Clint
Adams, Jr., Cobb,
material and equipment, all of
which are vitally needed in has been promoted to rank of
Old
Dobbin
In
COMING to your CAPITOL
sergeant at the Medical Replacewar production."
DEC. 9 - 10
Governor's Parade
The Mayor read a communica- ment Training Center, Camp
Jacxson, Miss.—The inaugural tion from the City of Mayfield Barkley, Texas.
* * *
parade for Thomas Bailey, Mis- seeking information as to
the
sissippi's 47th governor, will be City's method of making tax
Billy Hodge, U. S. Marines, has
a great occasion for old dobbin lists and its experience in em- been transferred from Jackson—it won't include a single gas- ployment of a city physician.
ville to Hollywood, Florida. He
driven vehicle.
The session was attended by was recently promoted to rank
Bailey said last night the OPA all councilmen with Mayor Cash of Corporal. Corporal Hodge is
had suggested a horsedrawn pro- presiding.
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
cession would dramatize the
Hodge, Evansville, former resineed for conserving gasoline and
dents here.
Hypodermic
he agreed.

OPA Regulation Governs On Sale On
Farm, At Railroad

2, 19

be necessary for
truck ow!
to have tires
re-capped
befr
they are worn too
L. C. Lisinan, chairman of the
thin, si
fewer truck tires
are
tire rationing board, announced each month.
avails
Tuesday that due to a serious
shortage of truck tires it will Everybody
_ Reads

Christmas Cards
BUY NOW!

DON'T DELAY!
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counted
side

Vetinary Vaccines
and Serums

Winter Quarter At U. K.
Scheduled To Open Jan. 4

Wood Drug Store
Phone 611
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Classification tests and physical examinations for new students
will be held January 4 at the
University of Kentucky for the
winter quarter, with registration and classification for all
students 'scheduled January •5.
Classwork for the new term
will begin Thursday, January 6,
and January 13 has been set as
the late date on which a student
may enter an organized class.

Earl Davidson, Marion, continues to improve.
• • •
Mrs. Amos Boren, Fredonia,
Route 3, is improving after a
major operation.
• • •
Miss Estelle Bradshaw, Tolu,
continues to improve.
• • •
Spurlin Trimm, Eddyville, is
improving following treatment
for injuries received in an automobile accident several weeks
ago.
•

STACKS AND STACKS
OF GOOD THINGS ARRIVING EVERY DAY, you can rest assured that
there is
plenty to eat of good nutritious food for everyone. More for your Money
all the
time.

Chocolate

Cakes
Cookies
Cake Flour
Pancake Mix
Mustard

Ginger Wafers CellOpbhane 15(

Wholewheat

TODAY'S COFFEE, packed in 1 lb. )1,
0
jars, drip or regular
pkg. JLV.

Scotch
Swans
Down
oc

20 oz. pkg.

I

s;aonlyt r
f's

ad4:11ig.

di:20(t

Ice Box Jar, salad style or
horseradish
added, 24 ounce jar

KA •
rim
Peanut Butter

Waffle Mix
23
Salad Dressing Tab76Goazr•
6
Turnips
3 ib..10
Cleanser
3 14
D

McKenzie.s

Sunshine Evaporated
tall can 9c

12-1
3 cans
25

16 oz.

Jar 23C

Golden

also good
(
COOKIN
eating)Grimes
G for
APPLES

-

Fresh

Purple

tops

can Sc
Octagon

for

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

FRESH COCOANUTS, solid carload
extra fine for candies,
pies, cakes, etc.
ea.
FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT large, heavy
full of juice,
each, 9c

25c

3 for Mc

SQUASH
baby yellow
RHUBARB
tender and crisp

And
brought
they
young children to him,
and his disciples rebuked those that brought
them.
But Jesus was much
displeased, and said unto them, Suffer the little children to come unto me and forbid them
not: for of such is the
kingdom of God.

Hospital News

Syringes and
Needles
Tonics

l'OTATOES Idaho's or Cobblers naii
bag $2.95
10 pounds
GREENS
kale or spinach
CARROTS
splendid California

fl
bunch12

YELLOW ONIONS large size, all purpose sliced, boiled
or fried
lb.

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Celery, Cranberries, Head
Lettuce, Fresh Tomatoes,
Cucumbers, Bell Peppers, etc. More for your Money
all the time.

RED FRONT

•

•

Mrs. Robert Catlett and baby,
of Princeton, were dismissed
Monday.
• • •
Miss Jean Bishop, West Main
St., continues to improve.
• • •
Curtis Canada, Jr., Cobb, underwent a tonsilectomy Tuesday.
Donald Bealmer, Marion, has
been dismissed following treatment for injuries he received
when being attacked by -a hog at
his home last week-end.
• • •
Mrs. Charles Calvert, Princeton, Route 2, has been dismissed,
following a minor operation.

CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED: Store and gas station
on highway. Jerome Thomas.
Cadiz, Ky., Rt. 1.
ltp
FOR RENT: 4-room furnished
apartment; modern conveniences near center of town. 2t
FOR RENT: Apartment. Hot
water heat, gas refrigerator.
Mrs. Laban Kevil. Phone 38
3t
UPHOLSTERING: All kinds:
same method used as in factory upholstering. Paul Doyenp0: t, 102 McNary. Phone 238-W
FOR SALE: Pontiac 4-door; A-1
condition,
practically
new
pre-war tires; Owned by Mrs.
Hugh Hunter. See K. B. Jacob.
2t
WANTED: Carpenter work and
painting of all kinds. By the
hour or by the job. C. E.
Hudgeons, Rt. 2
Itp
PLEASE SEND THE NAME and
address of your men in the
service to Keach Furniture Co..
Hopkinsville, Ky. They will
receive a letter containing local
news.
3t
FOR SALE: Old newspapers
Leader Office.
FOR SALE: Portable Remington
Typewriter, practically new.
Martha Littlepage. Phone 547.
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
716 West Jefferson. Louisville.

KEEP ON
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GROWERS
You are invited to attend the opening
of HIP

to anyone th

the

Hopkinsville Burley Market

Tues., Dec. 7
There is plenty of room 011 the Warehouse floors for your Hurley Tobacco.
Sell y0111' MIR-ley on Kentucky's fstsiest
growing market - 110PKINSVI1414E.
The following experienced warehousemen are at your service.
BUTLER'S LOOSE FLOOR
Telephone 547

FARMER'S LOOSE FLOOR
Telephone 185

HANCOCK-COOPER LOOSE FLOOR

MOSS, HELTSLEY & FRANKEL
Telephone 974

PLANTERS EXCLUSIVE BURLEY
FLOOR
Telephone 21

We have also r

C. W. YOUNG & CO.

l and rayon 131
)(84 sizes.

Telephone 972

Telephone 1499
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Many war workers who have had tuberculosis are back to normal
tiving and vital Jobs. Christmas Seals finance extensive rehabilitation
programs for tuberculous patients.
He failed on his attempt to
hit the line for the extra point
and the score stood 7 to 6, Butler, as the half ended.
Playing to protect their slim
lead, the Tigers kicked frequently on third down during the
third quarter, neither team having much advantage and Butler
drawing numerous off-side penalties, which more than once nullified their efforts to score. Marion
players at this stage showed
signs of tiring and made many
calls for the water boys.
Break Favors Butler
In the fourth quarter Butler
drove down to Marion's 15-yard
line only to lose the ball on
downs. Marion made one first
down and then came the big
break, and certain victory for
Butler, when the Terror's center
passed the ball far over the
head of his backfield carrier and
it was recovered by Butler on

rifiyone that purchases a coat through
the month of December.

the Marion 20-yard line.
A series of line plays, with
Coleman and Pickens alternating in lugging the leather, produced the second
Princeton
touchdown, Pickens going over
from the 8-yard line on an off
tackle smash. Coleman again
bucked it over for the extra
point. When the game ended,
Butler had possession on the
Tiger 40-yard line.
Four End Careers
It was the final game in a
Princeton uniform for Captain
Coleman, Moss, Hollowell and
Glass. The series now stands,
Princeton, 9; Marion, 8; with
one game a tie. Marion won
last year, 12 to 0:
At the banquet following the
game, Pickens was awarded a
prize as the "most valuable
player" on his team, and Mosa
won an award for "best sportsmanship." Winners were decided
by vote of members of the
Butler squad. Carney Hollowell,
superintendent, and Paul Woodall, coach, of the Marion school,
made brief talks, as did Coach
Cliff Cox, Princeton. Members
of the Marion Board of Education and game officials were present.
Mahurin,
Grayson
Francis
county 4-H club canning champion, canned 600 quarts of food
this summer.
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Program For Unfortunates Is
Monument To Keen Johnson

tier Football Season
ds In Blaze Of
lory As Marion Is
aten, 14 to 6
ting spirit and superior

Ile, Ky.

Awarded First Prize As Best
Community Newspaper In State
By Kentucky Press Assn,, 1943

(By Carl Saunders)
(Editor Kentucky Post)
If Gov. Johnson had served as
a member of the armed forces
during the last 4 years and as a
soldier of his country had accomplished for his superiors a
task that would parallel what
he has. done as only one of the
major achievements in his role
of State's chief executive, the
rehabilitation
of
Kentucky's
hospitals and institutions, he
probably
would receive the
Medal of Honor.
,If all the people of Kentucky
could have visited the State's
institutions 3 years ago and
could visit them now for a
second time, they would agree
the achievement in human welfare which the Governor has
written into the pages of the
State's history ranks foremost
of its kind in all the terms of all
the governors that have gone
before.
For 40 years Kentucky had
done scarcely anything in improving the physical plants of
its institutions or treatment of
its wards in hospitals for mental
patients, in its houses .of reform and in providing decent
surroundings for those in its
prisons.
Conditions at Eastern, Central
and Western State Hospitals had
become disgraceful. Buildings
were dilapidated, quarters for
the patients were firetraps, roofs
leaked like sieves, plaster fell
from the walls, sanitary facilities
were the
worst imaginable,
overcrowding was the rule rather than the exception, conditions
in the wards had become so bad
that it was impossible to keep
patients comfortable, and the
buildings sanitary and
clean.
Treatment of patients. so tr.at
some of them might be cured
and sent home to their loved
ones, was impossible because
there was no modem equipment
for present-day methods.
At the Houses of Reform at
Greendale, girls and boys often
were said to leave the institution
worse off and more bent on
careers of crime than when they
entered the school there. The
honor system whereby both boys
and girls now are trained to
have pride in the work they do
and in maintaining their selfrespect and good records were
unheard of.
The quarters where the boys
and girls lived were so depressing that hopelessmess was written into the records of most of
the inmates as soon as they entered the institution. At the
three hospitals for the mentally

ill and at Greendale as well as at
all the other institutions in the
state, the food was uniformly
bad. Today at none of the institutions does one hear of the
bread-and-water diet so long associated with such places. One
finds the wards at Greendale
and the, patients and prisoners
at the hospitals and penal institutions enjoying better food
and better living condlions than
most of them enjoyed when they
were at their homes prior to
coming under the welfare department of the state.
One could visit any one of the
institutions and devote more
space to telling of the transformation that has occurred
there than this one article will
permit. As Governor Johnson
looks forward to leaving his office in a few days it is with
justifiable pride that he is paying last visits to the places that
have occupied his special attention since he became Governor. The early part of his administration was occupied with
completing the task of paying
the remainder of the state debt.
With that accomplishment finished he began in the middle of
his term to push for necessary
appropriations for better care of
the inmates of all the state's insituations. After the debt was
paid, he found that money was
available for the most pressing
single demand in state—human
provisions of clean new housing
for the 6500 patients' of the
state's three main hospitals and
for the more than 500 boys and
girls at Greendale, as well as
for the thousands of occupants
of the many other state instituions and schools. The Other day
Mason Dixon went with Governor Johnson on a tour of Eastern
State Hospitals and Lexington

;Ind of the Greendale Houses of
Reform. What is happening
there is typical of what is transpiring at all the other institutions.
When Senator A. B. Chandler
was Governor, the state got rid
of the black hole called•the Reformatory at Frankfort and established the moderh prison farm
at La Grange. A new hospital
now leased to the federal government, was constructed in Boyle
county.
It remained however, for Keen
Johnson to supervise the splendid task of reconstruction of
Eastern, Central and Western
State hospitals; or rehabilitation
at the Feeble-Minded Institute
and the Houses of Reform; of the
Eddyville Prison, the women's
prison and the Kentucky Children's Home; of the Kentucky
State Hospital; of five educational institutions of Hazelwood
sanatorium, Oneida hospital and
the improvements at the new
state capital, the old state and
completon of the new state office building.
-Contracts still are being let
—one for rehabilitation of the
last wing at Eastern State Hospital on November 30. When
Governor Johnson leaves office,
improvements completed and under way will total approximately $6,500,000. And all this
has been accomplished despite
the handicap of wartime restrictions, priorities and manpower difficulties. Early in the
program, contracts were awarded when vital materials could
be obtained. After the country
went to war, the work had to be
continued on the basis of permits granted by the War Production Board a "delayed maintenance" and the jobs were
(Please turn to Page Three)

Paducah Bridge
Now Toll Free
Gov. Keen Johnson
And Lyter Donaldson
Speak At Ceremonies
(By Associated Press)
Paducah—The Paducah-Brookport bridge across the Ohio river
here, which recently was named
in honor of Irvin S. Cobb, Paducah-born humorist, became toll
free at 2 p.m. last Wednesday,
and a few minutes later R. G.
Williams, State highway commissioner, cut a ribbon across
the highway officially opening
the span to free traffic.
Gov. Keen Johnson made the
principal address at ceremonies
held at the toll house on the
Kentucky side of the river, paying tribute to Paducahans who
pioneered the movement to obtain bridges in this section of
the state and later carried on a
campaign to free Kentucky
spans.
J. Lyter Donaldson, who was
chairman of the State Highway
Commission when the bridge was
purchased by the State in 1935,
also spoke.

Lyon County Farmer
Wins First Prize In
Hybrid Corn Contest
Dekalb, Ill.Jasper Gray, a
farmer living near Eddyville,
Ky., has won the State championship for the biggest bushel
yield an acre in the national
DeKalb hybrid corn
growing
contest. Officials of this, the
largest growing contest in the
nation, reported more than 10,000
farmers of the 17 principal producing states entered the contest, including hundreds from
this State. Mr. Gray's record
yield was 114.21 bushels an acre,
or about 3 1/2 times the estimated national average corn for this
year.

OUR

TOBACCO SHOW
and CONTEST
Will be judged Friday, January 7
mowFirst Prize of $5.00 and Second Prize of $2.50 will be given for the best
hands of each of the following:
FIRE CURED:

c•

hiolh•ss

BETTE DAVIS
PAUL LUKAS

COMING to your CAPITOL — DEC. 9 - 10

I he Ware.
' Tobacco.

11,1,1E.
rehouse-

FRANKEL
LEY &

Welt seamed
coat in Melton
cloth. Three button single breasted, simulated
patch pockets.

hone 974

CLUSIVE BURLEY"
()OR
hone 21

UNG & CO.
hone 3')
)iekinson & yoiflz

ammo

See us for cash to BUY COAL—FIX UP THE CAR OR HOME—BUY
SEASONAL CLOTHING—PAY BILLS—MEET MEDICAL OR DENTAL
EXPENSES—TAKE CARE OF EMERGENCIES. Our service Is swill
and simple. No bothersome red tape. Loans up to $300. Come in
or phone)

e hove also received a nice order of cotton,
and rayon blankets ... 72x84, 70x80 and
4 sizes.

C Lillie F. Murphy Store

Owing to the limited size of our lobby, entries are to consist of but
one band, but any producer can enter hands in all three classes. Entries
will be confined to Caldwell County growers and those in the immediate
trade territory in the adjoining counties. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE A
CUSTOMER OF THIS BANK TO ENTER THE CONTEST.
All entries must be in the bank by 2:00 P. M. January 7. If you
sell your Burley tobacco or have it on the sales floor hold out a good hand,
wrap it carefully and bring it to the bank a few days prior to January 7.
We will keep it carefully until the day of the contest and will not have it
displayed prior to the judging. Mr. J. F. Graham will assist in arranging
entries for the judging and display. The judging will be done that afternoon and entries will remain on display in the bank's lobby for about two
weeks: They will then be returned to the owners or sold and the proceeds
given to the American Red Cross. The judge will be a representative of
the Tobacco Grading Service from Springfield, Tenn.

'iv's fastest

Wa

BURLEY:

Heavy Dark Leaf
Heavy Brown Leaf
Bright Leaf

/
2 Market St.
1061
l'rinceton, Ky.

Phone
470

Maurice French
Manager

Interstate Fi.nance

We cordially invite all farmers in this trade territory to enter this
contest and inspect the display in our lobby following the judging.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Princeton

Kentucky

Luckier Clover
Leaf

Richmond, Va.
have a hard
time finding
leaf clovers?
Mrs. J. L
doesn't bother
with fois
ones now--she
discovered
with six leaves.

Crider Homemakers

The CI hlor Homemakers held
their regular meeting Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Harlan
. s, chairEnnis, Mrs. Hugh Yate
Just Begun To
Fight
man, called the meeting to order.
d ton Forge,
theme "Freedom From
The
Va,
1,000 hours to
Want" was read, followed by
her credit
prayer.
volunteer nurse's
preparaon
project
major
The
Cross has awarded aide, tiN
service
to Mrs. John
tion of woods for finish was
Paul Jones of
demonstrated by the leaders,
City.
Mrs. A. D. McElroy and Mrs.
S. G. Wigginton. The minor project on the treatment of wounds
was given by Miss Scrugham. A
social program was led by Mrs.
W. W. Glenn. The group adjourned to. meet December 15
with Mrs. Yates.
Those present were Mesdames
W. W. Glenn, W. P. Spickard,
the Notre Dame line, Ray
A. D. McElroy, Ilugh Yates,
LINE—With a gaping hole opened in
Press Adamson, Sarah 'Myers, BLUEJACKETS RIP OPEN IRISH underway for a 28-yard gain in the first quarter of the Irish.
, gets
Harlan Ennis, J. C. Myers, S. G. Jones, Great Lakes halfback Lakes, Ill., as the Sailors handed the Ramblers their first loss of
e at Great
Wigginton, Ralph Griffin,. Misses Bluejacketsgam
19 to 14. (AP Wirephoto).
Scrugham and Grace Adamson, the season,
YOUNG GUERRILLA WOUNDED—Nc(la Marusic, 9, who was
Kentucky College of Agriculture
Ennis
Will
Mrs.
were
Visitors
is
s,
wounded while Carrying ammunition for Yugoslav guerrilla of
to meet in December
d
adjourne
Tucof
and Home Economics.
Miller,
Frank
room
g
and Mrs.
attended by Italian doctors and nurses in the operatin
ia son, Arizona.
with Mrs. Harold Smith. Those
W. C. Sparks
an Italian Red Cross hospital after he was taken from Yugoslav
present were: Mesdames Shell
Cycler
r
to Italy with other wounded patriots who escaped from islands
Pionee
o).
Wirephot
(AP
coast.
across the Adriatic along the Dalmatian
home of Mrs. Lewis Jenkins.
Glenn E. Farmer
Otter Pond Social
Ogden, Utah (IP)---City officials
Members present were MesThe Otter Pond Homemakers
Joe Willett, 72, is enthat
feel
Clarence
fruits
Perry,
Homemakers who dried
Sam Koltin
and their families enjoyed a dames John
titled to bicycle license No. 1.
Jenkins, Hiawavegetables last summer will This is his 44th year of bicyling
Thanksgiving Party given at the Nichols, Elmer
and
Willie
Oliver,
Herman
r,
Hunsake
Hyland
prepare. For around Ogden streets.
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Crowe, Floyd find them easy to
Mitchell, Friday night, November Wyatt, Wilburn
such as corn,
es,
vegetabl
Dedmon
most
Smith,
Harold
Hunter,
26. Games and contests were enLewis, Charles snap beans and dried beans,
joyed and refreshments were Morris, Charles Nancy Scrug- soaking to restore plumpness is
Skees and Miss
served.
the first step, the length of time
Those present were: Mr. and ham. ,
depending on size of pieces and
and
Mr.
Mrs. George Martin, Jr.,
variety. Leafy vegetables may be
Mrs. Ernest Lacy, Mr. and Mrs. Bethany Homemakers
dropped directly into boiling
Homemakers'
Claude Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
The Bethany
water and cooked in a
salted
H. C. McConnell, Mr. and Mrs. monthly meeting was held Fri- covered pan for 10 to 20 minutes,
Homer
Mrs.
of
and
Mr.
home
Neal,
J. G.
day afternoon at the
or until tender.
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Mrs. Harve Nichols. Mrs. Elmer
To soak, use only enough
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins, vice president, called the water for reabsorption and for
Denham, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mash- meeting to order.
cooking, more being added if
burn, Mr. and Mrs. Guy ShouldHome improvement project on necessary to prevent scorching.
ers, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Martin, natural finishes for furniture Ten to 20 minutes of cooking
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell, was studied and a lesson in first should be sufficient. Just as in
Mrs. L. B. Sims, Mrs. W. F. aid was given by Miss Scrug- preparing fresh foods, some of
Adams, Mrs. W. S. Denham, Mrs. ham. The social program, given the vitamins and minerals will
Ferd Wadlington, Misses Robbie by Mrs. Scott Herron, consisted escape into the water so it is
HAVING REFRIGERATOR TROUBLE?
Sims, Lucy M. Mashburn, Irene of songs and games. Plans were important to use that liquid.
Crawford, made for'a Christmas meeting,
Mashburn, Evelyn
tender, the vegetable may
When
Jackie Shoulders, An Neal, to be held December 17 at the be served with seasoning, or used
TRY OUR 1944 MODEL ICEBOX
Doris Lowery, Joan Robinson, tha Coleman, Scutt Herron, Nina in any favorite way.
GOERING'S FIGHTERS BOMBED BY YANKS—Beneath the
KEEP YOUR FOOD
d Janice Ann Martin and Billy Coleman and DeweY Jenkins.
Dried fruits should he washed,
nighty wings of this Martin B-26 Marauder Bomber, 300-poun
McConnell, James D. Mashburn, Miss Scrugham and Mrs. Frank than covered with water to soak
bombs blast hangers, buildings and dispersal areas of the airn, Billie and Baker were visitors.
drome at Tricqueville, France. where the famed Goering "Yellow I3ennie Mashbur
for about an hour. Hard, dry
Nosed" fighter squadron is based. (AP Wirephoto from Army Air Jimmie Martin.
fruits, as blackberries, may reMachines Pick Corn
Forces.)
quire a longer time, but it is
Five new corn pickers helped important to remember that too
the speed of the target here, and Friendship Homemakers
Navy Encourages
The Friendship Homemakers to solve the labor problem in long soaking draws out much of
that if the boys learn to shoot
sate Ration Po'
Open From 7:00 A.M.
meeting Warren county. Owners did cus- the flavor. Cooking should be
their monthly
held
Gunners To Miss
ahead of the targct as it moves
Phone 362
the
acre,
an
$1
at
the
all
and
P.M.
husking
tom
slow,
7:00
and
home
to
short
the
n
at
y afternoo
New Orleans (JP)—Officers' at .toward them—give it a good Thursda
Deamon Morris, the farmer furriTitilig the power and liquid used, according to the
Mrs.
of
the Navy's anti-aircraft train- "lead"—they won't waste any meeting called to order by the all labor-excelit the operator of
ing school instruct fledgling gun- fire in the wake of an attacking president; Mrs. J. W. Crowe. the picker.
visitthe
three
Miss
and
to
members
ely
Seven
deliberat
ners
dive bomber later.
homemakers
Kenton county
ors were present.
practice target, a red rayon
A lesson on natural finish for are "winterizing" by preserving
e
grow:vegetabl
Miller,
Henry
slowa
behind
sleeve towed
in water glass, storing buter of Bullitt county, stored 950 furniture was clemonstated and eggs
moving old navy plane.
ter in brine and making large
led
was
program
n
recreatio
a
which
green
tomatoes
of
bushels
The idea is that enemy bombith The club quantities of sauerkraut.
!
II
7\
I
1! twirc ho will sell as they ripon.
t
1
er:

Dairy Products
Easy To Prepare

WITH

CITIZENS ICE CO. IC

Here's the way to add cheer
to a man's wardrobe! Give him
a handsome, colorful tie from
Cayce-Yost's. Rayons and pure
silks and imported wools.

There's a built-in smartness
that stays in this streamlined
shape. Bound or welt edge. Greys,
browns and tans.

-part and
A large selection o!•.,

e
Handsome Stripes Or 'Neat Figurs.

/7! MEN'S
•

HOLIDAY

Just in time for the holiday seas ii'
Fine wools. silks a nd rayon nnxtures,in proud patterns or stripes.
So Lou

TIES
98c

Priced — Buy Him

MEN'S

BUDGET

Several!

TIES

Good-looking and they cost SilIii
tie! ,Rayon mixtures in strip-.
neat figures or splashy patterns.
Styled to give you ninny happy momenta irturing the holidays and on through the winter! Pretty rayons Smooth
and simply tailored for day-long neatness ... others with
a hit of glamour for after five! Glorious colors. 12 to 20.

BECOMING

MILLINERY

Soft flattering felts in miniature styles or
with jaunty brims. F'eath'er or veil trim.

98

•

I 101)KINSV I I LE, KY.

Starnes, Mgr.
John I,.
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Soldiers Away,
Bears Get Break
suit', Colloge, Pa.

time finding
Mrs, j.
Other with
- -she disco
verbi
leaves,

(W)--The
diversion of many a hunter ii
the armed services has helped increase the bear population of
Pennsylvania.
Dr. P. F. English, associate professor of wildlife management at
Pennsylvania State college, said
hear hunting would improve this
year and Is going to get hotter
and better each year until the
m the service return."

is?

}'age One)
undertak

manlier of
dui ing the season a year ago was
only 150. The normal bag is
around 500.

many were treated with success
that the population of Eastern
State alone declined 157. That
f ono Juts to see what .has meant that several hundred had
•
acconionslied us "delayed A•en sent hone to their loved
•,:cance and repair jobs he ones, for the decline had to be
P'Orge V5
t Eastern State HOS6,1
shown in the face of regular
Slt,1 einforcing could not
n rse's
commitments of new patients to
flooring
concrete
so
aide ta.
awarded
sacrificed, but the the hospital.
service
oh
At Eastern State Hospital we
•.'llons of the hospital
" Pali! jo„
Lady Nearly Choked
with entt:red the one remaining wing
r-constructed
floorings and are as that /has not been rebuilt and
While Lying In
There'
reequipped.
huddle toof as it is possible
Gas
during wartime. Here gether in small ward rooms, with
the plaster falling from the
One lady said a few days ago
an thot was retained af- cells and
the sanitary facilities
that she used to be afraid to go
woik started were the
to bed at night. She was swollen
walls. The rest of and kitchen and dining room
impossible to keep clean, were
with stomach gas, which always
cc Ics are virtually new,
y
147
patwomen
approximatel
got worse when she went to bed,
.,iuipment, kitchens,
,
A.4141'
ANY.- ..A.
Dr.
ients.
Foley
Johnand
Gov.
couldn't lie flat. Had to prop her4 i‘• wit,;, wards, glassed in
son explained that three old
throat after she lay down and
CHRISTMAS PAcKAGES ARRIVE FROM HOME—Mail call has an even greater attraction than
.s ea three floors, stairwould nearly choke her. She
plumbing, heating, to say toilets and an antiquated show- usual for these doughboys dashing to the mail, truck loaded with Christmas presents from home
er bath had to accommodate all for troops in Italy. (AP Wirenhoto by signal corps radio).
coldn't lie flat. Had to prop her•4: of new barns and other
self up on pillows. Recently this
buildings on the of these 147 patients. They also
ammonium sul- lady got ERB-HELP and now
tion: 1
pointed out that this wing was care. It is estimated that for
-c< of the institution and
phate, /2 pints of water. Keep says gas is gone, stomach feels
producing farm of regarded as being the best con- every ward in state institutions
:
of all the hospital when
dition
tree
the
in cool place until it has fine, bowels are regular and she
that
adjoins
acres
are
500
four persons back home
the rebuilding began and therecan go to bed and sleep soundly.
for the welfare of
most of the solution.
concerned
absorbed
ERB-HELP contains 12 Great
Greendale one finds the fore had been left until the last. that ward.
deresistance
of
firer
Degree
Herbs; they cleanse bowels, clear
remarkable changes have One section of the hospital at
It is the sort of achievement
pends on amount of solution ab- gas from stomach, act on sluggish
state of the reconstruction
Associated Press Features
,,vrought. Not only physical one
that is difficult to dramatize
was in such condition that the
liver and kidneys. Miserable peoLook out! Don't celebrate sorbed.
this remarkable modernization of
and equipment were imfloors were, in danger of col- the state hospitals and
2—Wireing. Inspect carefully ple soon feel different all over.
eleemosy- Christmas by setting the house
I. hut under Eugene Dehad to be supported nary
So don't go on suffering! Get
institutions of Kentucky
of Walton and Mrs. De- lapse and
and repair or discard if defective. ERB-HELP. Dawson's Drug Store.
with props until the workmen but as time passes, Mason Dixon on fire.
have
astounding
changes
y,
3—Rubbish. Dispose of wrapSafety councils are issuing
—adv.
believes the work under GovernManagement, in could replace them.
it in
system or Keen Johnson will stand as avoid common Yuletide fire haz- pings and empty boxes as soon
new
sewer
A
complete
,a training and treatment
been installed. Heretofore a monument to a great contri- ards this Christmas, because of as possible.
boys and girls, the case has
4—Candles. Don't use 'em on
an eight-inch sewer served both bution to public service. If you Wartime shortages of electrical
..• of any one of 1.,hom
as sanitary and storm drain. The don't think so, do as Mason wiring and replacement parts. the Christmas tree!
make_ a complete story in
Christmas
And well before
when it rained was Dixon did; go and visit some of Old, frayed and defective wirHonor dormitories have back-up
sewer sys- the institutions like Eastern State ing may be pressed into ser- home fire extinguishers should
Separate
intolerable.
and
:.rovided for both boys
be put in order.
for storm and sanitary Hospital and the Greendale vice, with dangerous results.
n•creational facilities es- tems
been com- Houses of Reform and you will
now
have
drainage
how
to
on
tips
some
are
Here
honor girls and boys
at a cost of approximately agree that here is public tax avoid common Yuletde fire haz- Big Phosphate Orders
:,•finite prograna and pro- pleted
$30,000.
ThirtyLtwo carloads of phosmoney invested in real human ards:
a which they are interestAt Eastern much of the food achievement.
1—Christmas tree. Keep the phate, totaling 2,560,000 pounds
illy. Buildings that have
is raised on the adjoining farm
tree fresh by standing it in a have been delivered to farmers
ti use for two years since
most of the instituat
is
it
as
pan of water. Or flameproof it in Boone county this year. Lime
to
..cre reconstructed so as
tions. Each has a large herd of
by sawing off at base_ at least orders have been received for
wally new, show how carethe best dairy cattle. The herd
an inch above original cut and fifty percent more than dealers
:hey have been kept by
at Greendale has the highest
Akcoa, Tenn. (41—Luke Brad- standing it in the following solu- can deliver.
:Ind girls, both white and
rating of any in the state, Mr. ley, a war plant worker, has
Not a mark is found on
Demoisey told tia:
started a war plant all his own.
floor. The boys attend
Go into the food storage rooms
He converts automobile springs
trade
various
and
• school
are
they
of these institutions—
-: under takings; the girls rat-proof now, but used to be into razor-sharp dirks for use of
overseas soldiers. Bradley says at
) cook and sew and are
constant feeders of _vermin—and least 100 soldiers on the battle
,.1 to become useful citi0t
cans of lines- are equipped with his
taat,ta ...
trAil
hen returned to society.
vegetables raised on the farms, weapons.
..ihilitation job has been
and canned in the canneries on
both physical surroundthe premises.
as
values
nd of human
In the refrigerators are cuts of
and
of animals raised
meat
+stern State Hospital, Dr.
on the premises—
slaughtered
: oley is in charge. He, like pork, sausage and beef. At Easteague wha is superintenern one saw a room full of 200
:' the hospital at Lakeland barrels of powdered milk alone.
from the U. S. Public The patients or inmates, are
Service where they had provided with an abundance of
: training in the treatment milk to drink, plenty of eggs,
.ental patients. Both, have butter and a wholesome, well
.ved wonderful results. To balanced diet at all times.
..:trate just what is being
Here was a highlight of the
no, Gov. Johnson showed Mas- adminstraton of Governor John. Dixon records that until son the rebuilding and rehabiliyears ago pointed to a
tation of the state institutions.
ly mounting number of It is actually a dramatic achospitals
.'is at the three
complishment, but few persons
he mentally ill. Approxiin the state regard the achieveW :e:y 6,500 patients are in the ment as such, for to appreciate
hospitals now. But last
such a transformation in the
r, despite a steady flow of
great human undertaking that is
c hos itals so
one has to go and see what has
been done.
Governor Johnson told us that
each time he first visited the
institutions after he became goyernoi, the spectacle of humans
living in such surroundings of
hopelessness tore at his heartstrings for a week after he returned to his office at Frankfort.
He resolved to do a task that had
been neglected for nearly half
a century—to give these wards
of the state what was rightfully
theirs, decent surroundings and
a chance to rehabilitate themselvs with human treatment and
care.
He has almost completed his
mission. And it is just one of the
many achievements of this quiet
and unspectacular man who
leaves the governor's chair after
four years of unselfish and honest service for the people of

un To Fight

to her credit

Bed—
Due To Stomach

Get Money From Us To
• Fill Your Coal Bin
... NOW!
Lay In a complete coal supply for next winter whiI•
coal Is availablel Get the
cash from us to pay for it.
Consult your dealer. Let us
know how much you rieecL
Maurice French, Manager
Phone 470 106)4 Market St.
PRINCETON, KY.

Starts Own Plant
Stars Own Plant
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Kentucky.
,When all contracts are completed the state institu, ons will
be in' a fine condition as they
of
ever have been in the history
has
the state. When a governor
heating
to. put $86,000 into the
proplant of an institution to
room,
vide an economical boiler
learn
few voters ever bother to
kin
about it or care. But the
and
of thousands of inmates
institutions
patients in these
—
'

mortgage.
A father left his family a $3,000 home
home.
their
lost
and
hey couldn't meet the payments
had owned a
father
the
if
it
kept
have
1. •L''Y • courd

this plan
If you have a mortgage, let me explain
I o you.

Colorful, casual and certainly versatile! Simple
classic lines that make it
your "day and night"
standby.Of quality,tested
fabric that will put in
hours on end and never
show fatigue. Sizes 10-40.
s
Ask oil It our "P
,Coat ol the Tones- Cont,,st

NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
Ill

W. Market

St.

Phone SI

Princeton,
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US Tax Estimates
Due By Dec. 15

All Restrictions
On Farm Slaughter
Of Hogs Removed
restrictions
Removal of all
covering farm slaughter of hogs,
effective November 17 and continuing for a 90-day period,
should be good news for hog
producers in Kentucky, says D.
K. Young, State FDA supervisor,
who states producers are permitted to kill for their own use
or for sale or transfer to others
all hogs they are able to handle
during the next three months.
No license or permit is required and the previous 400-pound
limitation a producer is also
lifted. Mr. Young said, however,
this action applies only to hogs
and not to other livestock, and
that requrements of OPA with
respect to observance of meat
price ceilings and collection of
ration points in exchange for
meat delivered remain unchanged.
As a result of this new ruling,
Volume of home Slaughter in
Kentucky will probably be the
largest on . record, thus taking
some of the pressure off commercial slaughterers. Supply of
hogs to be processed this fall
larger than packer.; can handle
without carefully planning marketing, but it is expected inc:eased farm slaughter will help
to relieve the sitdation.
Number of hogs on Kentucky
farms at the beginning of the
year was 1,881,000 head, or 31
percent more than a year earlier. In addition, the spring pig
crop was a record 22 percent
more than in 1942.
Orders are on file in Daviess
county for 1,200 men to work
at various jobs between Nov. 1
and corn planting time.

ATHLETES FOOT

50,000 Kentuckians
Must File, 100,000
Others Owe Installment
Approximately 50,000 Kentuckians must file an estimate
of their 1943 income tax by
December 15, Collector S. R.
Glenn said this week.
He also issued a reminder to
the 100,000 persons who filed
estimates in September that
they owe an installment by that
Recruit (right) is flaying X-ray
film made of chest in Navy's effort
to find unsuspected tuberculosis.

One Man Rule
Arrives In Georgia
Rossville, Ga. (11') — Wanta
know all about the manpower
shortage?
Talk to Mayor Herman Ogle
Bowman who's also city judge,
chief of police, chief of the fire
of
department, commissioner
streets and sewers, head of the
city council, justice of the peace,
clerk of ordinary and general
manager of the city of Rossville.
In addition, he is his own bookkeeper, stenographer and secretary.

Vital Lebanon Road
Built In 100 Days
Beirut, Syria ()—Working under the direction of the chief enNinth
gineer of the British
Army, 3,000 men have just finished a 100-day job of building
a four-and-a-half-mile road
Lebanon.
The road, which will greatly
expedite the movement of troops
and military supplies, was constructed when landslides made
the old coast road impassable. To
construct the new by-pass, an
entire hill had to be levelled.

I Made This Overnight Test
Relieved Itching In 5 Minutes
"Requires a powerful PENETRATING fungicide to reach the
germs. Many liniments are not
strong enough. Ask any druggist
for the test size bottle Te-ol so- Fighting Farmer At 77
Belle Plaine, Kans. (A'—John
lution. Made with 90% alcohol.
APPLY FULL STRENGTH for J. Zimmerman planted 500 acres
"Athletes Foot", sweaty, itchy or of wheat this fall, because. he
smelly feet. Locally at Woods. ad Affts to aid in the U. S. food
program. He's 77 years old and
did all the work himself.

Watch Your
Kidneys!

Friendly Antelope
Walsenburg, Colo. (A))—Antelope have become so tame and
so numeraus in eastern Huerfano county that they .now graze
with cattle herds.

I fella Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste :natter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work—do
not act as Nat ure intended--fail to remove impurities that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persistent headache,attacks of dizziness:,
getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes—a feeling of nervous
anxiety and loss of pep and strength.
Other signs of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There shoulabe no-a-Oat that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Itse
Doun's Pills. Dean's have been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful prople the
country over. Act your neighbor!

Army Rifle Honors
Kept In Family

DOAN' PILLS
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DEPENDABLE
!INSURANCE

Waves Open Drive
For New Recruits

Triple Tragedy

date.
Most of the bills for the latter
group have been placed in the
Mildred McCoy (above), 22mails, but those estimating their year-old school teacher, was
tax for the first time are to re- found slain at her farm home
ceive no notice or forms, Glenn near Washington Court House,
said, because it "would be im- Ohio. Her father, Elmer McCoy,
possible" to single out those re- a well-to-do Fayette county hog
quired to file.
breeder, and her mother also
1.—Farmers who have suffici- had been slain. (AP Wirephoto).
ent income to require filing and
have postponed filing under
special provisions which permit
them to wait as late as Dec. 15.
Rev. A. I). Smith filled his
2. Persons who did file in
September but underestimated appointment at the Cumberland
their tax by more than 20 per- Presbyterian Church here Suncent and who should, therefore, day.
Jimmie Ray, of Evansville,
file "amended declarations" to
spent the week-end with his paravoid penalties.
3. Persons who did not file in ents, Mr. and Mrs. Rueben Ray.
Rev. A. D. Smith was a SunSeptember because their estimated income at that time was in- day dinner guest of Mr. and
sufficient to require filing, but Mrs. Mitchell Lowery.
Mr. and Mrs. James Eldrige
now come within any one of
who have been visiting. Mr. and
the followng classes:
A. Anyone who expecta to Mrs. A. J. Eldridge left Sunday
have during the calendar year for Biloxi, Miss., where he is
1943 more than $100 gross in- stationed.
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge has been
come from a source outside of
wages which are subject to with- ill recently.
Mrs. H. E. Tosh is visiting her
holding and who also expects a
sufficient gross income to re- son, Lexie Tosh, and family.
Mr. and Mi.s. H. M. Turley
quire filing an income tax return ($500 for a single person, were dinner guests Sunday of
$1,200 for a married couple, or Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Turley.
$624 for an individual married
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Turley
person).
spent Thanksgiving with his parB. Any single person expecting ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Turley.
and
wages of more than $2,700 durMiss Katherine Green
ing the year.
Miss Gladys Ruth Moore were
C. Any married person or any guests of Miss Evelyn Cox and
married couple expecting indi- Miss Palestine Moore, of Marion,
vidually or together more than during the Thanksgving holidays.
$3,500 from wages during the
Thanksgiving services were
year.
held at the Cumberland Church
D. Any person who was re- here. Rev. bilworth had charge
quired to file an income tax re- of the service.
turn for 1942 and who expects
Edwin Arlis Moore visited his
his wages in 1943 to be less than cousins. Leroy and Delmar Tosh
in 1942.
4ast week-end.
The estimates must be figured \Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn
after making deduction for the and daughter, Miss Eva Blackentire "post-war credit" portion burn were Sunday dinner guests
of the Victory tax, Glenn said, of Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Polk,
because Congress recently put
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wigginthe credit on a current basis, ton and family were Thankseliminating the post-war rebate giving dinner guests of Mr. and
provision.
Mrs. Ray Blackburn.

Fredonia News

KEEPc0 t if
Memphis, Tenn. (iFI—Lt. Willard V. Lind, of Clarksburg, W.
Va., fired the .45 automatic for
ifiTH
adeve9 vt
one of the highest score on the
OPTOMETRIST
pistot range—Pr the- 7•a—urth FerPhone 250
rying Group.
E. Main St.
before, his
But the week
younger brother, First Sgt. James .V,V,,,,
WitVeavzivmritzwctriztVVVV.ZMIZ.W,
14
M. Lind: broke the record at the
group with the M-1 carbine
rifle, scoring 193 points out of a
possible 200.
To make matters worse for
the lieutenant, he had qualified
with several different guns as a
West Virginia National Gum.'
man. His younger brother h...
never before fired an Army gun.

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

e
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He Didn't Want To Eat And
Everything Caused Distress From Indigestion,
Mr. Burnett. Is AlSays
Kansas City (41)—The Ellis
ways Recommending Recounty draft board says it was a
refreshing change to receive this
tonga Now.

And The Draft Board
Must Have Fainted

letter:
"My present classification is
II C. My heavy farm work is
completed. I feel that now I am
needed more in the Army than
on the farm. I want to volunteer
and be sent to an induction center as soon as possible. Other
married men are going to the
Army and I feel that it is my
duty to go also."

Mr. T. C. Burnett. well know'
automobile man and firm,••
grocery store proprietor, who rt,
sides at 210 E. 5th Ave., Knoxville, Tenn., is among the latest
to come forWS-ra With a strong
public endorsement of Retonga.
Discussing his relief • through
this rioted medicine, Mr. Burnett
gratefully states:
"Sour indigestion, gas pains,
bloating after meals made
and
To conserve and make use of
almost afraid to.. eat. My
me
furniture on hand, homemakers
appetite was so- poor that I did
in Shelby county have made
not Want much anyhow, but no
more than 300 slip covers.
matter how little I ate I seemed
to suffer just the same. My sleep
did not seem to refresh me or
do me much good, and constipation forced me to use strong
laxatives regularly. I felt so
bad that I knew somethirto be ,Ine or I would
unab1,2 to work.
"I heard Retonga is good, but

H

Mr. T.( t..irnett
the •
tress
I now eat
slig)iest
sip( p

,

Iv;th out
•f distresa I
con.
r-i I feel

fin,

OLD MAN WINTER IS HERE
SPECIAL LOT - GROWING
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Ladies Rubber GALOSHES

Military and
High Heel

NOTICE!
Mr. Carl Thomas is now repairing automobiles and welding at P'Pool's Used Parts.

SPORT SHIRTS . . . in
plaids,

blues, -browns

and greens.

FOR SALE: 1932 Ford B Pickup; '36 Chevrolet Pick-up; One 1934 Ford V-8 two-door, good
condition, actual mileage, 33,000, good tires.
$375.

WHITE MUFFLERS ...
in Rayon. Colored mufflers

in

woolens

and

HOPKINSVILLE ROAD

Unif
sy
eesexpia

White Shirts in Broadcloth, Oxfords and
Shantungs.

PPOOLN
New and Used Paris

tures

khaki.

All-wool Gloves, Wool with Leather Palms;
Also Khaki-Colored.

Wood & McElfatrick

PHONES: Day 451-W - Night 4514
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WAR BONDS
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Everybody Reads The Leader

I

How To Relie
Bronchitis
,„„ „,t,

New York VP)--The can open
er, too, apparently has gone to
war. An estimated 1,200,000,000
cans of food were delivered to
the War Food Administration for
With "Aunt Ern" Jarrett, cour- lend-lease shipment in 1942.
cause it iaw:. Iliad to promptly 1,,
agous Paducah woman of the
thy tekt,f7
to hot)
Everybody Reads The Leader
ioosui aridge'tl ex,
Civil War era, as patron, the
:
1:ttleit
ttell aid nat;:,'.
sootio•
Navy began Monday an inraW,
tqgder,T
.
littowil
nol t!OUS ise
tensive drive in this vicinity to
brunt's.
a
hot
t of
dniilest to tal
enlist WAVES for training at
with tht
derstandinv u
Hunter College, New York City.
lmt like the %et
quickly
aem. t '
,oath or
By making Mrs. Jarrett patliti%e
to
you kre
yolorot1
ron the Navy gives due recogniher
for
woman
tion to the heroic
CREOM
WAR BONDS for
valiant deeds during the War
Coughs. ChestULSION
Colds Bronchiti
she
Between the States, when
risited personal safety to rescue
the flag of the Confederacy as it
was about to be taken down by
Union forces.
All women. accepted .as members in the Emily Jarrett Platoon
of WAVES will be sworn into
the services at Paducah as a
group, report to Hunter College
and remain together throughout
their training period.
A WAVES Information Center has been opened at the Kentucky Utlities Office, 406 BroadCOMING to your CAPITOL
way, Paducah. The information
DEC 9 - 10
center will be open daily from
10 A.M. until 9 P.M. except
Sundays.
A ruling issued by the Navy
recently allows women, married
to enlisted 'Naval personnel, to
enter the WAVES. This one new
factor is expected to swell entrants from this territory.

WAR BONDS

!John E. Young, Agti
one
Ky.
Princeton.25
"”.

Can Opener In Uniform

2, 19

CHILD'S UNIONSUITS, long leg and sleeve
BOYS' SERVICEABLE UNIONSUITS
MEN'S RIBBED UNIONSUITS

.5cR
79C
98.

Finkel's Fair Store
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